
Community Interest Company Policy 

Of Clean Valley Bio-filtration Technologies CIC 
Community Purpose 
Clean Valley Bio-filtration Technologies CIC is dedicated to clarifying water for our community. 

Developing technology that remediates a simple pain, the traditional filtration methods are 

unsustainable. Traditional filtration methods are useless against the growing microplastic crisis, 

laughable against effluence, poor in treating PAHs, and most importantly the traditional 

filtration methods mimic a second-rate filter from nature. Clean Valley CIC is inspired by 

iterative innovation with ingenuity evolving from eons ago to design a solution to clean water 

pollution.  

Community Interest Plan 
 Clean Valley biofiltration technologies is a community interest company based in Nova 

Scotia. However, communities expand beyond our doors, neighbors, and species. We are 

developing a technology that has a wide spread of applications. We wish to co-develop our bio-

filter within the fishing industry to create a solution that benefits all parties, so all ships rise. 

We’re invested in developing green supply chains. As well as making our technology accessible 

so that the smaller ships grow with the tankers around them.  

We will co-develop with the aquaculture industry in order to install bio-filters to act as 

shields to protect the seafood our communities eat from hazardous contaminants such as 

Microplastics, Polycyclic Aromatic Hyrdocarbons (PAHs), Dioxins, and Furans. We have 

designed a technology capable of clarifying an industry known pain of high concentrated 

effluence. For example, nitrogen and ammonia.   

Our green supply chain is two parts, part one involves our Bio-filtration Method 

Template that effectively sources locally grown bivalves and algae to be utilized in the bio-filter 

and its replacement filters. Part 2 involves the disposal of the contaminated filters, Clean Valley 

Bio-filtration Technologies CIC will adopt the hydrothermal process that converts biomass into 

biodiesel.   

 Clean Valley Bio-filtration Technologies CIC wants to hire local community members for 

the manufacturing of the bio-filters to manufacturer “in-house”. We’re committed to partnering 

with small “mom-and-pop” aquaculture facilities that may not have the same capital level as 

larger firms. furthermore, after out Beta pilot, we’ll be awarding a bio-filter unit including the 



transportation and installation, free of charge, to a local aquaculture facility in Canada. We will 

continue to commit in awarding one manufactured, transported, and installed bio-filter unit, 

free of charge, to one community member each fiscal year. Clean Valley CIC is dedicated to the 

long-term research in discovering the “Achilles heel” of plastic and will develop a sustainable 

method to decompose plastic completely into its base elements to resolve the major 

environmental impact it has. 

 Clean Valley CIC looks to become invested in this community, and knows the feeling is 

reciprocal. We wish nothing more than for the co-development, collaboration, and continued 

support from our community.  Our technology is disruptive, our financial capability is restricted, 

and we have much to learn. Furthermore, each innovation iterated increases our expenses: legal 

fees, engineering fees, accounting fees, legislation fees, marketing fees, etc. However, a 

community of strong arms surrounds us. Giving us confidence that socially responsible 

investors with shared values will agree on this Community Interest Plan and our overarching 

Community Purpose. 
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